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Congratulations to your new and improved primer catcher. Not only the larger capacity, or the option to let the 

spent primers directly drop into a waste basket, but also easier installation and removal and - if you ask us - a 

much better looking design are in your hands. 

 Sturdy 

 Easy to install 

 Easy to remove 

 Large capacity 

 Option to drop primers directly into trash bin 

and... 

This primer catcher comes with a lifetime warranty: If it breaks during normal use and we still produce it, send us 

the broken one and we will replace it for free, no questions asked. 

The installation is straight forward. Simply follow these steps (pictured is the standard model the case ejector one is 

being installed the same way): 

  

1       2       3       4 

Done 

Contact information 

For any questions concerns and replacements, please reach out to 

us via e-mail or if you need a replacement, simply ship your defective 

product to the address below (please make sure your name and 

address is included). 

          Primercatcher  

          Attn. Tom 

          6451 Ashley Oaks Ct. 

          West Chester, OH 45069 

          USA 

e-mail: info@primercatcher.com 

Slide the primer catcher 

over the press 

With primer catcher still 

up, attach cross bar 

Press down cross bar on 

both sides 

Press primer catcher 

down onto press 
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If you don’t use the priming tool, removing the priming assembly and inserting the little plastic part could make 

operation of the press even cleaner (no chance for a spent primer to fall behind the primer assembly spring). 

The installation is straight forward. Simply put in on the press like this and then install the primer catcher as 

described on the front page: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The other small part is intended for the slot in the ram but is completely optional to use. Some 

people had problems in the past with some primers leaving the ram very powerful and at an 

unusual angle – this little plastic piece will keep these primers within the slot. Adjusting the 

decapping pin so it is centered in the die will also prevent this from happening. 
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